WORRIED ABOUT YOUR PAINS

NEVER GOING AWAY?

GET ANSWERS NOW
TO YOUR QUESTIONS!
FREE REVIEW
BY ONE OF AMERICA’S LEADING

STEM CELL PHYSICIANS
Let’s be honest: “Stem Cells” might sound really exciting … but most doctors and
almost all patients have important misunderstandings – confusions! – about what
people mean by the terms. Time to erase these frustrating … often weird terms.
Two dozen years ago, we started hearing about “stem cell research.” But many of those
studies were done on “embryo cells” (the first steps in developing humans) – not good.
Now the world has completely changed … for the better!
More recently, techniques have been devised to “suck out” and isolate your own “stem
cells” found in body fat: your belly, your butt, your bone marrow (ouch!). You might
have heard of “liposuction” to reshape your belly or hips or whatever – this process is very
similar. Your “fat solution” is processed “in the back room,” expecting to concentrate
your “stem cells” for injection. (What are stem cells? Your body has these special cells
“nested” here, there, everywhere, available since your birth to help heal when you later get
injured.) The FDA has important questions … full “operating room” sterile technique is
expected and … what procedures are used to separate your cells from your fat and “treat”
them? Also … your own cells are older and now less enthusiastic than you would like.
A number of other “tissues” are offered by various practitioners, sometimes in “shopping
center” clinics, but these can have very worrisome risks – and most of them contain no
“stem cells” or simply dead cells or no cells at all. Buyer beware – this ain’t no bargain!

Our program is completely different! – Let’s clear up one confusion right away: You want
someone with excellent clinical experience providing a safe, effective, youthful, alive, real “guaranteed
stem cells” solution that can go to work to help you heal literally within seconds. We get ours from a
federally registered tissue bank, with tight quality controls inspected by the FDA. They are collected
from volunteer mothers undergoing clean (C-section) deliveries, where both mother and baby are tested
and cleared – and the cells you receive come with a “graduation certificate,” insuring that their batch has
passed continuing quality controls. Want more details? Get our excellent book, Failure is not an Option
– DIAL 1-800-FIX-PAIN for your copy.
To get your FREE REVIEW about whether our “stem cells” might help relieve your pain, share …
Your Name ___________________________________________________ Date ___________________
Phone ________________________ Email _________________________________________________
Your Problem (circle all you wish):

( joint pains )

( arthritis )

( sports injury )

( accident / fall )

Other: _________________________________________________________________________
Which joint/s (circle):

( neck ) ( back ) ( shoulder ) ( elbow ) ( wrist/hand ) ( hip ) ( knee ) ( ankle/foot)

Other/comment: _________________________________________________________________
IF you have been told a diagnosis:

( degenerative arthritis )

( bone spurs ) ( bone-on-bone )

( rheumatoid or lupus arthritis ) Other: ______________________________________________
IF you have a report (x-ray, MRI, CT scan), please send along a copy for review and comment
Are you facing the prospect of surgery?

( Yes – now! )

Have you already had surgery on this joint or other joint/s?
Rate your daily PAIN frequency:

( Yes – soon ) ( Yes … but I’m hesitant )
( Yes )

( rarely ) ( occasional ) ( some ) ( often ) ( almost daily ) ( always )

Rate you PAIN level: ( bothersome ) ( irritating ) ( draining ) ( nagging lots ) ( interfering! ) ( severe! )
0–1
2–3
4–5
6–7
8–9
10!
Your PAIN interferes with: ( comfort ) ( bathing/dressing) ( daily activities ) ( getting around ) ( sleeping )
Comment: ______________________________________________________________________
What else you want answered: ____________________________________________________________

We’ve been helping people recover their comfort and capability for 40 years – What we do works!℠
FAX this page/any reports to 281-540-4329 – EMAIL to info@healthCHOICESnow.com
For URGENT REVIEW, call Cathy or Michelle … DIAL 1-800-FIX-PAIN (1-800-349-7246)

